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What’s happening? 
Or: Help! I can’t see my 

Search Queries



Search Query Data

→ Only around 80% of clicked searches are visible in search term reports.

→ The amount of visible impressions is even less. 

→ Raises questions around negative keyword management and keyword 
mining. 

Changes to the search terms  
report

We are updating the search term report to 
only include terms that were searched by 
a significant number of user. As a result 
you may see fewer terms in your report 
going forward.

LEARN MORE       DISMISS

In September, changes to the search term reports 
meant users could not see significant amounts of data. 



Search Query Data

→ Stop focusing and relying on small variances in search terms to drive 
splitting strategy  

→ Use the 80% to guide strategy, and focus more on context, audiences and 
keyword theme to drive growth. 

→ Understand your audience, and your following keywords should be 
relevant. 

→ Anything which is irrelevant which is worth removing will still appear in 
search reports, (for now). 

Changes to the search terms  
report

We are updating the search term report to 
only include terms that were searched by 
a significant number of user. As a result 
you may see fewer terms in your report 
going forward.

LEARN MORE       DISMISS

In September, changes to the search term reports 
meant users could not see significant amounts of data.  



→ In 2016, only 46% of searches were more than 2 words long. Imagine what this 
is now. 

→ Google has learned what users want to see, as it has become a better product.

○ Different users will see different results for the same keyword. 

○ Google preempts what we search before we search it. 

○ Mobile searches differ due to size of screen

→ A move towards more user-signal focused bidding is needed, where we focus 
on a user’s likeliness to buy (stage of the funnel) they have. 

→ “Think of keywords as topics and categories”

The way users search is changing

The Keyword itself

https://searchengineland.com/the-concerning-future-of-the-resilient-keyword-347531


Phrase and Exact keyword 
match types

Google have brought close variants, previously plurals and misspellings, closer to broad match.

→ Makes split match type campaign/ad group management difficult, and possibly not worth it.

→ We need to start to get prepared for keyword match types to become interchangeable in 
their similarity, or irrelevant entirely.

Exact match is no longer exact match. Phrase match is 
no longer phrase match. 



Phrase and Exact keyword 
match types

→ Focus on the context of the keyword, which are what Google has attempted to introduce 
with close variants. Changes in variations mirror changes in the way people search. 

→ Add key differences in intent with negative keywords, but don’t over filter keywords (eg. 
plurals, misspellings)

Exact match is no longer exact match. Phrase match is 
no longer phrase match. 

https://www.optmyzr.com/blog/ppc-town-hall-22-google-limits-search-terms-reports-the-demise-of-cookies-more/


BMM keyword match type

→ Since Feb 2021, Phrase match keywords started 
incorporating elements of BMM keywords. This 
means that new matching behaviour will consider 
word order when relevant to the meaning.

→ Eg. the phrase match keyword 'moving services 
NYC to Boston' will continue to cover searches like 
'affordable moving services NYC to Boston'. It will 
also cover searches that traditionally only matched 
under broad match modifier, such as 'NYC corporate 
moving services to Boston'. Phrase match won’t 
show ads for searches where the wording is 
reversed. 

By July 2021, you won’t be able to create BMM (Broad 
Match Modified) keywords anymore



BMM keyword match type

→ Keywords that only partially use the “+” notation will 
act like all “phrase” keywords eg. +moving services

→ This process will be complete in April 2021, though 
you will still be able to create BMMs until July 2021. 

→ BMMs will still serve in April 2021, but they will take 
on the role of phrase match

○ This can result in duplicated keywords

○ This can limit data density in a campaign

By July 2021, you won’t be able to create BMM (Broad 
Match Modified) keywords anymore



BMM keyword match type

→ Do not change BMMs to Phrase matches in the 
short term - BMMs will continue to serve, but with 
Phrase functionality. Editing these keywords will 
eliminate any data they have gained. 

→ Google will be bringing out tools to either transition 
them over at a point, or will likely recommend to 
pause BMM keywords to avoid duplication

By July 2021, you won’t be able to create BMM (Broad 
Match Modified) keywords anymore



BMM keyword match type

→ Monitor performance and shift budgets where 
necessary: traffic may fluctuate amongst keyword 
match types. 

○ After this, look at your phrase and BMM 
performance over the past 6 months!

→ Review recommendations for actionable deletions of 
duplicates

→ Be hot on your negatives! Google claims that match 
types will have the same meaning, but there are so 
many niches that need to be considered. 

How do we prepare ourselves for this?



Broad unModifieds (BuMs)

→ Previously, a match type that was not 
recommended. Google have been resurfacing this 
lately, and it’s a good way to combat BMMs going. 

→ Due to improvements in Google’s algorithms, these 
are much better at capturing the right intent and 
converting users at similar CPAs. 

→ Good for incremental growth in Search campaigns at 
similar levels of efficiency. 

○ ONLY USE IN tCPA, MAX CONV, tROAS, 
MAX CONV VALUE. 

The ignored keyword match type



Understand your audience contextually, as well as 
using data available to you in the Google Ads UI. 

  

Audience targeting for Search: 
In-Market, Affinity

Use previously created first party audiences to determine best 3rd party 
audiences to integrate. 

→ Who is likely to convert? Who is likely to be looking for more 
information about the product?

→ Target and expand based on data on your audiences, rather than 
small variances in search terms. 

As keywords become more vague, this could prove vital and, who knows, 
could be the way we target ads in the future. Start embracing now!



Automation
Automation is here to stay, we need to learn to embrace it. 

→ Time should be used on improving the accounts 
through context, finding the right audiences, and 
expanding into new areas or channels to drive more 
volume for your strategy that works. 

→ Use the information you have on audiences and your 
knowledge of the product to guide a smart bidding 
strategy to achieve your KPI, instead of spending 
hours adjusting targeting like you used to. 

Work with it, not against it, but don’t submit to it.

  



Structure Search 
for Success



Structuring Search 
Data First

Consolidated 
Campaign 
Structure

Qualified
Audiences

Intent 
Focused & 

Context 
Themed Ad 

Groups

Flexible campaign structures designed to gather data, build quality 
score and scale. 

Campaigns segmented by 
category allowing budget to 
be applied on a priority basis 
and individual KPIs and 
strategies to be utilised 
depending on area

Layering appropriate 
audience dimensions to 
improve CPA & ROI as 
Google uses more bidding 
factors in determining what 
appears where. 

Ad groups split by keyword 
context, not match type, to 
improve ad relevance and 
CTR, and focus on the 
intent of the keyword and 
how to deliver the right ad 
and page to it. 



Structuring Search Phase out your splits

Sma  Bidding

BMM Campaign
Exact Match Campaign

Phrase Match Campaign

Match 
type

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

Mobile Campaign
Desktop Campaign
Tablet Campaign

Device

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

10 day (RLSA) Campaign
20 day (RLSA) Campaign
30 day (RLSA) Campaign

Audience

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup

adgroup
adgroup

adgroup
adgroup
adgroupadgroup
adgroup

Campaign
All Match Types, Devices, Audiences, DSAs

Manual Bidding

NOWBEFORE



Structuring Search
Audience-Centric Targeting
The more audience data is gathered, the 
more sophisticated our targeting 
strategies can become.

 

Identify Target Audiences

Use in-market, affinity, and custom 
affinity audiences alongside Linkedin 
targeting 

Drive traffic from these key audience sectors. 

Analyse User Behaviour

Measure engagement and KPIs from 
targeted audience segments

Use Google Analytics data to analyse engagement 
and conversion rate from these key audience 
groups. 

2
3
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Similar & Lookalike Audiences

Expand original targeting with intelligent 
lookalike & similar audience matching

Use automation to find other users who are likely 
to be interested in your products and services. 



Structuring Search 
Smart Bidding
Google’s machine learning algorithm 
factors in thousands of possible 
bidding signal combinations at the 
time of auction to set an appropriate 
bid based on the likelihood of 
conversion.

Choosing the right strategy is paramount to success, 
maximising visibility for high converting terms and 
ensuring lower performing ones achieve visibility to 
likely converters. 

Language

Search 
Partner

Ad Creative

Actual Query

OS App

Browser

Location Smartphone

Time of 
the day

Remarketing 
lists

COMBINATIONS 
BETWEEN 2 OR 
MORE SIGNALS BID



Structuring Search 
Smart Bidding

I’ll take you through the 4 bidding strategies in our future-proof 
campaign structure. 

Maximise Clicks

Achieve as many clicks within a given budget as possible.

→ Good for limited budget campaigns, as can drive CPC 
down within this. 

→ The opposite goes for non-limited. 

Target Impression Share

Achieve a determine % Impression Share at a certain point 
on the page (eg. Top). 

→ Good for brand visibility, or keywords you need to be 
achieving a certain amount of the time before. 

Visibility-based strategies



Structuring Search 
Smart Bidding

I’ll take you through the 4 bidding strategies in our future-proof 
campaign structure. 

Target CPA / Target ROAS

Achieve a certain inputted KPI 

→ Good for campaigns which are not limited by budget.

→ Don’t be too ambitious with these, use historical CPA 
and what Google suggests, first. 

Maximise Conversions / Maximise 
Conversion Value

Achieve as many conversions within a given budget as 
possible. 

→ Generally for use in limited by budget campaigns so as 
not to inflate CPA/CPC/deflate ROAS. 

Performance-based strategies



Example campaign structure
Using Brand and NB 

Ad Groups

Campaign
Structure

Ads URLs

Tractors Brand

Account

Big Tractors
[big tractors], [huge tractors]
“big tractors”, “huge tractors”
big tractors, huge tractors

Big Tractor Page Small Tractor Page

Brand | Core
[farmyard vehicle direct]
“farmyard vehicle direct”
farmyard vehicle direct

farmyardvehicledirect.com

Bid 
Automation

Target CPA Target Imp. Sh. - 100%

Ads
Automation RSA & ETA RSA & ETA

Small Tractors
[small tractors], [tiny tractors]
“small tractors”, “tiny tractors”
small tractors, tiny tractors

RSA & ETA

https://www.labelium.com/blog/hagakure-method-google-ads/



How do I maintain control?

Maintain control by setting 
your own KPIs, and grouping 
the keywords together on 
your own discretion. If 
something is different 
enough to be in it’s own ad 
group, make it so. 

Embrace your close variants! 
If something comes in that’s 
a plural or a misspelling and it 
still converts and it’s still 
relevant, leave it! If 
something is not relevant 
and appears enough to show 
in Search Query data, 
negative it. Focus on 
qualifying users elsewhere. 

Consolidation + Smart 
Bidding will likely move 
towards any demographic, 
device, time changes you’d 
make, but makes it more 
profitable. Excluding factors 
still works though, eg. if you 
really don’t want to show on 
weekends (though for lead 
gen, offline conversions + 
value-based bidding will 
figure this out for you). 



How does this affect those changes in 
the PPC landscape?

Grouping match types together due to lack of 
variance between match types and eliminates 
having unnecessary double-serving and 
diminishing data. 

Embracing BuMs  within smart bidding context 
and integrating with new phrase to achieve 
performance and growth of the  account. 

If we know our audience, then we know what 
those are looking for, grouping similar keywords 
together and focusing efforts on writing 
engaging headlines for RSA split testing.

Data Dense campaigns and ad groups provides 
Google with the data to do the work. Focus your 
efforts on more contextual tasks



Safeguarding against  further 
changes in keywords

DSA campaigns can capture 
high intent keywords without 
having to navigate changes 
in keyword match types. 

Automated strategies will 
start learning about which 
queries to optimise towards 
to now - shocks to query 
reports and keywords will 
have less impact on the 
account. 

Create rich first party 
audiences now to assess high 
intent prospecting 
audiences to put you in the 
right position for an ever 
increasing contextual-based 
targeting (I am certain this is 
the future of PPC!)

Exact match - you’ve changed, man, you used to be cool. 

 



Optimising and 
Reacting



Setting up and basic optimising an 
automated Strategy

Set up

→ Target CPA/ROAS - Set up using recommended 
target or average performance over the last 30 days. 

→ Max Conv. - Use if budget is fixed and limited, or 
there have been less than 15 conversion in the last 
30 days. 

→ tIS/Max Clicks - Please god use a cpc limit

Optimisation

→ Increase target to make less aggressive, lower to 
make more aggressive and achieve more revenue. 
Lower ROAS, more revenue, higher average ROAS in 
the account. 

→ If budget increases, consider a move from Max to 
Target, and vice versa. 



Reacting with an automated Strategy
Scenario:

→ Short spike eg. Black Friday

Considerations:

→ If you’re expecting conversion rate to double over a 
short period of time, half your expectation (eg. 
double tCPA, halve tROAS). 

→ Immediately after event ends, put the tCPA/ROAS 
back to normal or more strict than before eg. 
tCPA £10 -> £20 -> £5 … -> £10



Reacting with an automated Strategy
Scenario:

→ You need to halve, or double your budget 

Considerations:

→ Consider switching your strategy to something that 
maximises within a constrained budget (Halved = 
Max Conv/Clicks), or something for more 
considered growth (Doubling = Move to tCPA/tIS)



hello@impression.co.uk Fothergill House, 16 King Street
Nottingham, NG1 2AS

01158 242 212

Thank you

mailto:hello@impression.co.uk

